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Shaw's play "The Doctor's Dilemma/' I found that the
play brought memories of these discussions back to me
and so I asked a sensible man who takes an interest
in art to tell me what he thought about the problem He
laughed "Yes," he said, "some artists are like that and
sometimes even good ones Nell Gwynne was a naughty
lady who was also a great woman, but Sarah Siddons
could play Lady Macbeth whilst she was living a life of
exemplary and dull domesticity You can compare this
evasion of moral sanctions with stepping off the gold
standard Sensible people don't step off unless they
must, but when they do they don't abuse the gold
That," he said, "is one side of the story The other also
must be considered The Puritan, so it is said, looked
with disfavour upon art He may be likened to a golfer—
my friend plays golf and plays it very badly—a golfer
who grips too tight with his right hand
"The Scriptures tell us to hold fast to that which is
good they do not tell us to hold too fast Remember
what one of the wisest Englishmen once wrote—cnot
everyone is fit to testify to truth ' There is also a world
of wisdom in that apparently cynical observation made
by the bishop to the candidates for ordination 'preach
the gospel with assiduity but above all without enthu-
siasm t'
"In short," he said, "extremes meet m stupidity, and
both those people—he who having stepped off the gold
standard gibes at gold and he who grips his moral
club too strongly with his right hand—have met on all
too common ground of muddle-headed thinking They
have both done untold ill to others and no good to
themselves Yet," he added, "what a wonderful theme
for a drama1"
It was the very thought which I had in mind when I
asked him for enlightenment What a wonderful theme
for a drama1 Shaw discovered it in "The Doctor's
Dilemma " It is the central idea of the play A doctor
obliged to decide which of two lives he shall save1 Shall
it be that of a tired, ineffectual but virtuous colleague?

